
Sharing my excitement for the Stripology® Family of rulers and products is
my passion. I want quilters of all types and abilities to experience the
profound changes that occur when using these fabulous products! I am
certain that the Stripology ® Rulers and products will be the first tools you
will reach for every day, and the last tools you will need to buy!

Hello, my name is Susan Blair. I reside in the very Southwest corner of Minnesota where the
states of Minnesota, South Dakota, and Iowa intersect. I live with my husband, and the last
two of our 9 children on a 3-acre homestead which includes a turn of the century Victorian
farmhouse.

I love rural living, and to me it goes hand in hand with sewing, piecing, and quilting which
has been a way of life since I was a child. I had the gift of growing up in a multigenerational
home in which my mother and Grandmother were sewists and quilters out of necessity. I
assembled my first quilt when I was 6 years old. While very rudimentary in nature, it was the
start of my lifelong passion to work with textiles as an artistic medium. Quilting therefore
came very naturally to me.

As a young person I participated in 4-H, and Home Economics clubs, in which most of my
projects won local and State awards. It was a natural progression that I went on to study
Home Economics Education as a young adult. I then went on to work at Northwest Fabrics
and became a Department Supervisor in the sewing machine department.

After the birth of my first child, I realized that I wanted to be a lifelong learner. I was looking
for a new challenge. I went back to school where I studied both Nursing and Massage
therapy. While I enjoyed fulfilling careers in Medicine, Massage, and Massage Education, I
always yearned for the idea of returning to working with fabrics and sewing machines. A
desire that never faded away.

So, for the last year I have been working for GE Designs behind the scenes as a sewist.
Mastering each new project that came my way was a fantastic experience for which I am so



grateful! This opportunity birthed the desire to share with everyone how the GE
Stripology® Family of Rulers and Methods revolutionized my quilting journey.

I would be honored to share what I have learned, and share with you, how Mastering Your
Stripology ®Rulers will revolutionize your quilting journey too!

I currently have the following classes Prepped and ready to teach, however if you have a
specific class request, I would be more than happy to accommodate that for your shop, guild,
or group.

Phoenix - Full Day Class

*Beginner friendly *great for flannel fabrics

Valerie-Full Day Class

* Intermediate di�culty * A great lesson in working with bias pieces

Braid Runner Table Runner-Half Day Class

* Super Easy and Fun! * Requires a walking foot for best results

Mater Your Stripology Rulers-Full Day Class

*Essential for Making the most out of your Stripology® Rulers




